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In an article in a previous issue of the Journal of Magnetic Res-
onance, Ouwerkerk and Bottomley (J. Magn. Reson. 148, pp. 425–
435, 2001) show that even in the presence of chemical exchange,
the dependence of saturation factors on repetition time in the one-
pulse experiment is approximately monoexponential. They con-
clude from this fact that the effect of chemical exchange on the
use of saturation factors when correcting for partial saturation is
negligible. We take issue with this conclusion and demonstrate that
because saturation factors in the presence of chemical exchange are
strongly dependent upon all of the chemical parameters of the sys-
tem, that is, upon all T1’s and M0’s of resonances in the exchange
network and upon the reaction rates themselves, it is problematic
to apply saturation factor corrections in situations in which any
of these parameters may change. The error criterion we establish
reflects actual errors in quantitation, rather than departures from
monoexponentiality.

INTRODUCTION

Factors influencing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per unit tim
have been discussed extensively in the NMR literature. In te

two externally selected pulse parameters, the interpulse delay,
TR and flip angle,θ , and theT1 of the resonance.

Assuming the usual case of TRÀ T2 (although this
condition is not essential (2, 3)), Ernst and Anderson showed
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of experimental technique, it is almost axiomatic that, follo
ing the work of Ernst and Anderson in 1966 (1), SNR is im-
proved by pulsing with a repetition time TR which is too sho
to permit full relaxation of spins between pulses in a one-pu
experiment. Spectra obtained in this way require correction
incomplete relaxation, called partial saturation in this context
achieve quantitative accuracy. If the saturation factor (SF) is
fined as the ratio of the observed resonance magnetization t
equilibrium magnetization, then the correction procedure is
divide observed resonance amplitudes by a previously meas
SF. Following Ernst and Anderson, such a procedure will ac
rately account for partial saturation provided only that theT1 of
the resonance in question does not change; this is because in
analysis the degree of partial saturation depends only upon
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SF(T1; θ,TR)=
(
1− e−TR/T1

)
sinθ(

1− e−TR/T1
)

cosθ
. [1]

In particular, the SF of a particular resonance is independ
of its equilibrium magnetization (M0) and of theT1’s andM0’s
of all other resonances in the spectrum. Chemical exchang
not incorporated into the formalism so that the SF is alsoa priori
independent of chemical exchange rates.

Since the work of Ernst and Anderson, study of systems w
chemical exchange, in particularin vivo systems, has becom
commonplace. Accordingly, we have extended the work of Er
and Anderson to include the effects of chemical exchange on
(2–5). Our result for the general case ofN mutually exchanging
sites is (5)

ESF= EEM0
−1(EEI − e

EEATR cosθ )−1(EEI − e
EEATR) EM0 sinθ, [2]

where EM0 = (M0S1,M0S2, . . . ,M0SN ), EEI is theN × N identity

matrix, EEM0 = EEI EM0, and

EEA =

−
(

1
T1S1
+ ∑

j 6=1
kS1Sj

)
kS2S1 · · · kSN S1

kS1S2 −
(

1
T1S2
+ ∑

j 6=2
kS2Sj

)
· · · kSN S2

· · · · · · · · · · · ·
kS1SN kS2SN · · · −

(
1

T1SN
+ ∑

j 6=N
kSN Sj

)


.

This result demonstrates that in exchanging systems, the de
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of saturation of a resonance depends upon theM0’s and T1’s
of all of the metabolites in the exchange network and upon all
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essentially complete relaxation is generally assumed to have
occurred for TRL i 5× T1. For optimal SNR, the experiment
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exchange rates, in addition to the usual parameters ofθ and
TR. A limited form of this result for the special case ofθ =
90◦, obtained by integrating the Bloch–McConnell equatio
appears, for example, in Binzoni and Cerretelli (6).

Based upon calculations, simulations, and experiments (2–5),
we have demonstrated that modeling exchanging systems b
of Eq. [1], that is, ignoring the effect of chemical exchan
can lead to quantification errors inM0 and T1 measurements
The magnitude of these errors depends upon all the sy
parameters. The potential importance of this is undersc
by Ouwerkerk and Bottomley (7), who state, “Clearly, thes
concerns. . . could undermine metabolite quantification in virt
ally all human and animal31P MRS studies performed und
partially saturated conditions.”

Thus, Ouwerkerk and Bottomley and we agree upon the
tential importance of chemical exchange effects. In addit
Ouwerkerk and Bottomley have not questioned the mathem
cal analysis leading to Eq. [2]. However, we come to oppo
conclusions as to whether the effects on saturation factors
to chemical exchange are of a significant or even measu
magnitude in metabolite quantitation.

As has been previously stated, our concerns relate to th
of SFs for quantitation in experiments with potential variat
in M0’s, T1’s, and reaction rates (4, 5). Such variation can com
about through an intervention, as in a dynamic NMR exp
ment, or when samples are changed, as in the case in w
SFs obtained from one set of samples are applied to anoth
of samples (8). It is in these cases that theM0’s, T1’s, and ex-
change rates of the system from which SFs are measured
in general differ from theM0’s, T1’s, and exchange rates of th
system to which they are applied in an effort to correct for pa
saturation, leading to incorrect quantitation.

METABOLITE QUANTITATION IN THE
ONE-PULSE EXPERIMENT

We now describe a typical, empirical way in which SFs
applied to correct for partial saturation in the one-pulse ex
iment and define the error associated with that procedure
concreteness we describe a dynamic NMR experiment.

Consider an experiment with a control period (Ctl) follow
by an intervention period (Int). A common example is a perfu
heart preparation in which, after stabilization and measurem
of metabolite concentrations, the heart is rendered ischemic
usual correction for the saturation of a given resonance resu
from pulsing with a short delay time TRS with a fixedθ is as
follows. Mobs(θ,TR) will denote the observed magnetizati
using a fixedθ and repetition time TR.

During Ctl two spectra are acquired, one with a short repeti
time, TRS, andθ < 90◦ selected for high SNR per unit time du
ing the subsequent Int period, and one with a long repetition t
TRL, permitting complete relaxation; for practical purpos
ns,
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with TRL is assumed to be performed withθ = 90◦; this is not
essential to the argument. It is important to point out that (5)

MCtl
obs(TRL) = MCtl

0 [3]

and

M Int
obs(TRL) = M Int

0 , [4]

whether or not chemical exchange is present. The spectrum
TRL is required in order to calculate the saturation factor:

SFCtl = MCtl
obs(θ,TRS)/MCtl

obs(TRL). [5]

During Int, one wishes to obtain a value forM Int
0 from spectra

acquired withθ and TRS. For quantitation, the non-measur
fully relaxed resonance amplitude during Int is taken to be

M Int,Apparent
0 = M Int

obs(θ,TRS)/SFCtl. [6]

This is entirely valid provided that SFCtl = SFInt; in the Ernst
and Anderson formalism (1), this requires only that theT1 of
the resonance under consideration remains unchanged be
Ctl and Int. In the formalism incorporating chemical exchan
(5), as appropriate forin vivo systems, this equality general
requires that theT1’s andM0’s of all resonances in the exchan
network with the resonance under consideration, as well a
of the rate constants, be equal in the Ctl and Int periods. Th
manifestly not assured in intervention experiments.

Errors in quantitation during Int due to neglect of chemi
exchange are given by the proportional difference between
apparent corrected magnetization and the true magnetizati

Error
(
M Int

0

) = (M Int,Apparent
0 − M Int

0

)
/M Int

0 . [7]

EXAMPLE OF QUANTITATION ERRORS DUE
TO NEGLECT OF CHEMICAL EXCHANGE

We now consider a specific example with values taken f
the perfused heart literature. Data from several papers ar
quired in order to obtain realistic specific values for the simu
tion. We takeT1(PCr)= 2.78 s,T1(γ -ATP)= 0.64 s,T1(Pi)=
2.4 s; these values were obtained from well-oxygenated he
at a moderate workload (9) and are used in the followin
for both preischemic and postischemic values. Note that
assumption of constancy ofT1’s generally leads to smalle
quantitation errors than if theT1’s vary. We take preis
chemic [PCr]= 6.9 µmol/g ww, [γ -ATP]= 4.3 µmol/g ww,
[Pi]=1.6µmol/g ww; postischemic [PCr]= 0.345µmol/g ww,
[γ -ATP]=0.215 µmol/g ww, [Pi]= 19.2 µmol/g ww (10);
preischemickPCr→γ -ATP= 0.7 s−1, postischemickPCr→γ -ATP=
0.2 s−1 (11), preischemickPi→γ -ATP= 0.37 s−1 (11); and
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TABLE 1
Magnitude of the Errors in Metabolite Quantitation during
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Ischemia Due to Neglect of Chemical Exchange for the System
Described in the Example

Errors in PCr and in Errors in Pi and in Error in
TR θ (◦) PCr/β-ATP (%) Pi/β-ATP (%) PCr/Pi (%)

2 s 60 15 9 6
1 s 60 20 12 9
1 s 90 25 14 12

Note.β-ATP is not involved in chemical exchange in the usual formulati
of high-energy phosphate metabolism, which we have followed here, so tha
errors in PCr and Pi are identical to those in the ratios PCr/β-ATP and Pi/β-ATP,
respectively.

postischemickPi→γ -ATP= 0.1 s−1. Lacking a literature value
this last value was obtained by multiplying the known pre
chemic value by the ratio of the post- and preischemic val
for kPCr→γ -ATP. Quantitation errors due to chemical exchange
magnetizations during Int, as defined by Eq. [7], are shown
Table 1 for three choices of TR andθ . There is no error due
to chemical exchange forβ-ATP, as it does not participate i
a significant amount of chemical exchange under normal
cumstances. The largest error, obtained when TR= 1 s and
θ = 90◦ (12), is found to be fully 25% for the ratio PCr/β-ATP.
Of course, in many applications, errors of the magnitude sho
in Table 1 may be acceptable, while in others they will not b

The above example is typical of only one type ofin vivoNMR
experiment, albeit a rather common one. Many other experim
tal paradigms are also of interest, such as comparisons bet
healthy subjects and those with a particular pathology (8). A
SF obtained from one set of subjects may be applied to ano
set in an effort to correct for partial saturation. However, t
approach is in general valid only if theM0’s, T1’s, and exchange
rates are the same for the two groups of subjects. Clearly, th
not guaranteed.

An alternative approach to correcting for partial saturation
in principle possible (7). This involves performing an explici
measurement of each resonance’s apparentT1, Tobs

1 , and then
using these values to correct for partial saturation by applica
of the formula given by Ernst and Anderson, usingTobs

1 ,

SF
(
Tobs

1 ; θ,TR
) = (

1− e−TR/Tobs
1
)

sinθ(
1− e−TR/Tobs

1 cosθ
) . [8]

If these Tobs
1 values are obtained from a partial saturati

based method such as progressive saturation or the dual a
method (13), they will in general be significantly different from
the trueT1 values of the metabolites (2, 3, 5). By trueT1 values,
we mean theT1’s which appear in, e.g., the Bloch–McConne
equations (14) and which Ouwerkerk and Bottomley refer t
as the “so-called ‘intrinsic’T1’s.” TheseTobs

1 will also have a
strong dependence upon TR and flip angle (2, 3, 5), which are
obviously not intrinsic chemical properties of the system. T
fact holds regardless of whether two or three (2, 3) parameters
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of progressive saturation, and regardless of the choice of TRα,
andβ in the case of the dual-angle method. However, note
the T1’s which appear in the Bloch–McConnell equations c
in fact be obtained even in the presence of chemical excha
by means of saturation transfer, inversion recovery, and ce
other experiments.

The fact thatTobs
1 6= T1 is of obvious significance forT1

measurements, but one can ask the mathematical questi
whether use ofTobs

1 in place ofT1 in the Ernst formula [1] leads
to nearly correct saturation factors. The answer, as show
Ouwerkerk and Bottomley in (7), is yes; for any fixed values o
θ and TR, and fixedM0’s, T1’s, and rate constants, and hen
fixed Tobs

1 , the dependence of SF on TR is, qualitatively, nea
monoexponential.

This mathematical fact, that use of Eq. [8] with aTobs
1 yields

virtually identical SFs to Eq. [2], is of limited practical valu
for two reasons. First, in a typical NMR experiment involvin
an intervention, as in the example above, theM0’s, T1’s, and
reaction rates change, or at least have the potential to chan
otherwise there’s no point in doing the experiment. As a res
in generalTobs,Int

1 6= Tobs,Ctl
1 . Therefore, use of a SF derive

during a control period to correct for partial saturation dur
an intervention period is incorrect and can lead to precisely
errors discussed above unless it is knowna priori that Tobs

1 is
unchanged by this intervention. Similar considerations hold
a SF derived from one set of subjects and applied to ano
unless the subjects are known to be identical (15) or to have
the sameTobs

1 . Second, it is likely to be impractical and tim
consuming to perform an accurateTobs

1 measurement during a
intervention, when SNR per unit experimental time is likely to
of paramount importance. It is for this reason that experime
are performed using empirical SFs, rather than SFs derived
specific measurement ofTobs

1 in virtually all cases. This poin
will be further addressed below.

DISCUSSION

We believe that Eq. [2], rather than Eq. [1], forms the corr
basis for further analysis of the one-pulse and related exp
ments inin vivo NMR and in other chemical systems demo
strating chemical exchange. Equation [2] follows directly fro
the Bloch–McConnell equations (14), which have been exten
sively applied to the analysis of specialized pulse sequences
as saturation transfer and inversion recovery. The reason fo
lack of incorporation of chemical exchange in the analysis
arguably the most commonly performedin vivo NMR experi-
ment, the one-pulse experiment, prior to our first discussio
this topic in 1989 (4), is unclear to us.

The work of Ouwerkerk and Bottomley explicitly demo
strates the near-monoexponentiality of the function SF(T
for systems with exchange. Thus, knowing{SF(TR1),SF(TR2),
. . . ,SF(TRn)} for some set of TR values, one could pred
the value of SF at a different value of TR, SF(TRn+1).
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Similar comments apply to the ability to predict SF(θn+1)
from measurements of{SF(θ1),SF(θ2), . . . ,SF(θn)} (7). How-
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Ouwerkerk and Bottomley cite the work of Binzoni and
Cerretelli on muscle metabolism (6) as indicating that in a typ-
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ever, such a process of deriving a SF(TRn+1) or a SF(θn+1)
does not address the use of saturation factors in correc
for partial saturation when any of the chemical parame
change as in the above example or in otherin vivo NMR
experiments.

Although a SF can often be approximated by a monoex
nential form

SF(TR)= f1(T1i ,M0i , ki j ) exp(− f2(T1i ,M0i , ki j ) · TR),

It will nevertheless vary with the system parameters. Wha
significant is the fact thateach SF is dependent upon all of th
system’s M0’s, T1’s, and k’s, and these parameters may chan
appreciably during the course of a dynamic experiment
between subject groups. As a result, monoexponential depe
dence of SF on TR in no way implies that chemical excha
effects can be neglected in metabolite quantitation. In a sim
fashion, even if the dependence of SFs onθ in the presence o
chemical exchange is well-described by Eq. [1], these SFs
still dependent on all system parameters.

The dependence of SFs on chemical parameters is give
Eq. [2]. However, it is clearly impractical to measure all of the
parameters and, from that data, use Eq. [2] to calculate
Rather, an empirical approach must be taken for saturation
rection in a way that does not neglect chemical exchange.

Our published concerns regarding metabolite quantitation4,
5) have centered upon experiments in which the SF meas
during one period, typically a control period, is used to corr
for partial saturation subsequent to an intervention. We stat5)
that “the [usual] correction scheme. . .may lead to large error
unless all of the system’sM0’s andk’s, [and]T1’s, are unchanged
That is, the na¨ıve correction scheme is valid only when nothi
happens to the sample.” Alternatively, the correction sche
is accurate ifTobs

1 is somehow known to be unchanged. A
analogous situation obtains when a SF measured on one s
samples or subjects is applied to another set.

The error criteria established by Ouwerkerk and Bottom
assess the quality of the fit of a monoexponential function
SF(TR) data during an experiment in which no system para
ters change. The quality of this fit is unrelated to the quantita
errors which can result from the use of SFs to correct for pa
saturation when chemical parameters change, whether thro
dynamic process or from changing samples. As shown in the
ample above, these quantitation errors can be quite substa
on the order of 20% or more. The demonstration that deviat
from monoexponential dependence of SF on TR decrease
increasing TR and smallerθ (7) does not contradict our previou
assertion that deviations ofTobs

1 from the trueT1 are minimized
by employing shorter TR and largerθ (5). Similarly, the fact that
SFs are well-approximated by a monoexponential over a w
range of fixed rate constants, as shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. (7), does
not imply that SFs are weakly dependent on rates.
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ical system with chemical exchange, the dependence of SF
reaction rates is small. Using Monte Carlo methods, Binz
and Cerretelli demonstrated that the standard deviation of
function SF(kPCr→γ -ATP, kPi→γ -ATP) for each metabolite over a
random set of pairs (kPCr→γ -ATP, kPi→γ -ATP) is small compared
with its mean value. However,kPCr→γ -ATP andkPi→γ -ATP are not
random variables, and analysis of SF(kPCr→γ -ATP, kPi→γ -ATP) as
a random function is not pertinent to the analysis of any spec
system, for whichkPCr→γ -ATP andkPi→γ -ATP, as well as the other
independent variables in Eq. [2], take specific values.

Figure 1 shows a plot of SFPCr(kPCr→γ -ATP) and
SFPi(kPCr→γ -ATP) with the other parameter values as
the control period of the example in the text, includin
kPi→γ -ATP= 0.37 s−1. In Fig. 1, TR= 2 s andθ = 60◦; similar
results are obtained for other pulse parameters. The differe
between the value SFPCr= 0.59 whenkPCr→γ -ATP= 0, and the
asymptotic value SFPCr= 0.76 for largekPCr→γ -ATP, is fully
29%. Thus, the dependence of SFPCr on kPCr→γ -ATP is in fact
substantial. Similar comments pertain to SFPi.

Following Binzoni and Cerretelli, we can calculate the me
and standard deviation of all of the values of SFPCr used to
generate Fig. 1. These are 0.74± 0.036. This mean value is
fully 25% different from thekPCr→γ -ATP= 0 value. The fact that
the standard deviation is small merely reflects the fact that
values of SFPCr cluster near the asymptotic value over most
the domain ofkPCr→γ -ATP as in the Monte Carlo simulation o
Binzoni and Cerretelli (6). Thus, characterizing the function
SF(k) by its mean and standard deviation with respect to va
tion in k gives the misleading impression that SF(k) is weakly
dependent onk.

FIG. 1. Plot of SF(PCr) (solid line) and SF(Pi) (dashed line) as a function
kPCr→γ -ATP for a one-pulse experiment withθ = 60◦ and TR= 2 s. The values
of kPi→γ -ATP and the other system parameters are as given in the example i
text for the well-oxygenated state.
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Ouwerkerk and Bottomley present a simulation in whichM0’s
do change, as could come about by an intervention. They find, as
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do we, thatTobs
1 can change substantially in such cases, dem

strating the error in applying corrections based onTobs,Ctl
1 to

measurements made during an intervention period. Their
sults suggest that the use of two dual-angle-method-based
surements, one to obtain an initialTobs

1 and one to obtain a
final Tobs

1 after an intervention, may yield the information re
quired to correct for partial saturation in the presence of che
ical exchange during this intervention. This may be called
double-dual-angle method. A proposal to perform future st
ies in this way, which would represent a distinct departu
from the manner in which studies using the one-pulse and
lated experiments have been and currently are performed, m
its further study. The potential advantage of the double-du
angle method is that it may lead to overall greater SNR
unit time than long TR experiments; this may permit high
temporal resolution during an intervention study. However
metabolite concentrations do not vary linearly with time, t
linear interpolation procedure suggested by Ouwerkerk
Bottomley is likely to be problematic; the correct interpolatin
function will be unknown in the usual case. Further, there ar
number of situations in which the second part of the double-du
angle measurement protocol may be impossible, including in
bility of the experimental preparation or when making measu
ments on a subject exercising until exhaustion. Moreover, it is
clear whether the double-dual-angle method would give accu
metabolite quantitation ifT1’s or reaction rates change. We no
also that a dual angle measurement ofTobs

1 may be required for
each intervention period, as in a control, ischemia, reperfus
or graded exercise protocol, or even at each time point.

An alternative to this might be to make use of the fact poin
out by Ouwerkerk and Bottomley that SF(TR) is genera
closely fit by a monoexponential. This demonstrates that
could extrapolate from two or more short TR measurement
observed magnetization made at a given time point during an
tervention to obtain a value for the fully relaxed magnetization
that time point. While this progressive saturation method avo
the use of a long TR, low SNR acquisition, it would requi
measurements at more than one TR. In addition, each of th
will have a finite SNR which will propagate into errors in th
derivedM0 value. The selection of appropriate TRs is also n
obvious; they must be sufficiently different from each other th
the data set has adequate dynamic range for a meaningful fit
none of the TR values can be so large that any SNR advan
or increase in temporal resolution achieved by avoiding a sin
long TR experiment is nullified. Again, whether this progress
saturation method would be an efficient quantitation method
terms of accuracy and SNR would require explicit study.

A third approach would be to abandon the short TR expe
ment entirely and acquire data throughout the experiment w
a sufficiently long TR that saturation corrections are negli
ble, as proposed in our previous work (5), and also noted by
Ouwerkerk and Bottomley (7) to eliminate errors due to chem
n-
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Bound on Quantitation Errors in PCr/Pi, PCr/β-ATP (or PCr),
and Pi/β-ATP (or Pi) Resulting from Chemical Exchange Using
the One-Pulse Experiment for the System Described in the Example

Flip angle TRmin (s) Error bound (%)

60◦ 5.2 5
60◦ 3.2 10
90◦ 7.0 5
90◦ 5.0 10

ical exchange. This long TR method is certainly the simpl
and most reliable approach, requiring minimal knowledge of
full set of chemical parameters and requiring only one meas
ment. Furthermore, as previously pointed out (Ouwerkerk,
vate communication), one salutary effect of chemical excha
is to increase the effective rate of recovery of longitudinal m
netization for resonances with longT1’s which are in chemical
exchange with species having shorterT1’s, so that the TRs re-
quired for accurate measurements may be somewhat shorte
incur a smaller SNR penalty, than otherwise expected. For
example presented above, Table 2 shows the TRs require
achieve specified degrees of accuracy. Comparison of the
consequences of such TR selection with the SNR conseque
of the double-dual-angle method, and the progressive satura
method applied at each time point, remains to be fully explor

It is clear that implementation of a version of any of the abo
procedures for accurate quantitation will not serve to correc
roneous metabolite quantification in previous human and ani
31P NMR studies performed under partially saturated conditio

We do not claim that errors in the use of saturation factors
always or even usually the dominant source of error in31P NMR
studies performed under partially saturated conditions, but ra
that they can indeed in realistic circumstances be comparab
or larger than other sources of error. In each case, an attemp
be made to check this using plausible parameter values.

As pointed out previously (5, 7), there are clear SNR dis
advantages to making measurements in a way which decre
the errors due to the neglect of chemical exchange. Thus
qualitative results with high temporal resolution, accepting
errors due to chemical exchange may be the most reasonab
proach. This is especially true when overall SNR is poor. On
other hand, these errors may not be acceptable for detailed
surements of, for example, intracellular energy charge, aer
threshold, and phosphorylation potential, particularly in ca
in which the SNR is relatively high.

Ouwerkerk and Bottomley conclude their paper by writi
that “Reasonable accuracy is even possible in dynamic exp
ments in which the equilibrium magnetizations of the excha
ing species vary, if measurements are interlaced with dual a
T1 measurements.” This is entirely consistent with the main c
clusion of our work: accurate metabolite quantitation inin vivo
NMR requires a significant departure from current practice.
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It is unclear whether the double-dual-angle method (7), a
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substantially.
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dual-angle (13), progressive saturation, or long TR (5) exper-
iment at each time point during an intervention or for each se
samples, or another as-yet-to-be-determined method will o
mally address the problems of quantitation in human and ani
31P MRS studies performed under partially saturated conditio
Nevertheless, it is clear that a modification of the current imp
mentation of the one-pulse and related experiments is requ
in order that systematic errors related to chemical exchang
avoided. It is probable that this modification should be use o
long TR. The situation is not resolved by the goodness of the
of SF(TR) to monoexponential functions; the problem resid
in the dependence of SF on all of the system parameters,
in the functional form of SF(TR). This applies whether SFs a
empirically measured, as is the usual practice, or are calcul
from separate measurements ofTobs

1 .
We stand by the conclusions of our previous work, whi

may be summarized by stating that implicit or explicit use
Eq. [1], rather than Eq. [2], in the analysis of one-pulse a
relatedin vivoNMR spectroscopy experiments performed und
conditions of partial saturation for exchanging systems can l
to significant errors in quantitation and that these errors can
a priori be regarded as negligible. Further, as random error
NMR spectroscopy continue to be reduced by improveme
in experimental techniques and hardware, the importance o
systematic error introduced by ignoring exchange in the anal
of the one-pulse experiment will be correspondingly greater

The note added in proof below addresses issues raise
Ouwerkerk and Bottomley in Ref. (16).

Note added in proof(Received February 7, 2001). We have reported (4, 5,
17, present paper) that substantial variations in SFs can occur when chem
parameters (M0’s andk’s) change over plausible ranges. In contrast, Ouwerk
and Bottomley conclude (16) that SFs depend only modestly on these paramet
These authors approximate the nonlinear function, SF, by initial terms in
Taylor expansion and consider relatively small deviations (25%) inM0’s andk’s.
However, our analysis ((4, Figs. 1, 2); Fig. 1 above) shows that local derivative
do not describe the change in SFs when parameter values change signific
Further, availability of a simple closed form expression for SF (M0i , T1i , ksis j)
(5) obviates the need to analyze the functional dependencies of SFs thr
linear approximations.

We have not recommended the operating conditions of small TR, largeθ for
saturation factor correction. We noted (2, 3, 5) that these conditions minimize
errors inT1 measurements, but are inferior to long TR, smallθ for magnetization
corrections ((5, Figs. 8, 9)).

We stress again, with Ouwerkerk and Bottomley now apparently in agreem
(16), that none of the salient arguments regarding the use of SFs to correc
partial saturation are based upon the monoexponentiality of SF(TR) (7).

We reiterate that our analysis does not derive from that of Binzoni and C
retelli (6), valid only for θ = 90◦. Our earliest contribution on this topic (4)
predates their work (6) and includesθ variation. Our extension (5) to arbitrary
exchange networks (Eq. [2] above) has formed the basis for the analysesθ ,
TR) selection by Ouwerkerk and Bottomley and by us. The formalism requ
for this was not presented in Binzoni and Cerretelli (6).

Figure 1 above demonstrates the flaw in the use of the standard deviati
assess variation of SF(k) (6, 7). We are not suggesting thatk will change from
a finite value to zero within a given pair of measurements.

It appears to us that all parties may now agree with our central point (4, 5,
17, present paper), that quantitation problems can occur when SFs are us
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Ouwerkerk and Bottomley’s analysis (16, Table 2) constructively furthers the
goal of determining appropriate pulse parameters for one-pulse and relate
periments in exchanging systems. That analysis supports our conclusion,
explicitly in Ref. 5 (pp. 133–134), that long TR experiments, permitting fu
relaxation between pulses and hence eliminating the need for measuring
circumvent the problems of exchange with significantly less of a SNR pen
than for equally accurate rapid pulsing (very short TR) experiments. See
Tables 1 and 2 above, demonstrating decreased quantitation errors as T
creases. Of course, in actual experimental situations pulse parameter sel
will be complicated due to limited a priori knowledge of system parameters
the tradeoff between quantitation accuracy, temporal resolution, and SNR i
selection.

We consider long TR experiments to be a “significant departure from cur
practice” because such experiments are infrequently done, due to loss of
as compared with short TR experiments (1).
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